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Let K.be a field, U, V, WKGectoi spaces of respective dimensions !, t711, and *, 
znd @ : .&r ) : ‘,V+ W a bil-;near mapping. If we choose bases in U, V, arai W, 4p 
defines a bilinear mapping 
Let @,.:=&,].)I 2 1, _ . , I; I& = 1,:. . , M)E Mb,(K) (V E (1, . 1. , n}). The matrix 8, 
was called the vth layer of the tensor @E~~@R~@K’“. 
Tk basis of our discussiun is I, Pzq&tion 1.2. There it was pointed out that the 
set of *ding equivalence classes of optimal algorithms for @’ corresponds tt? t!ee set 
of those R-tuples (R :=rk(B)) 
~~Pl, . . . ) &)EPg# 
which have the proprty that the projective subspace [e’,, . . . , &J E P’m-r 
generated by a? 1, . . . , 0, is contained in the projective subspace [PI, . . . . , & ] E 
Pbrro-’ generated by PI,. . . y PR. 
Elements PE 9kM) as well as their tine representatives, are called procr;luczs. 
In what follows we shaN use the obvious &ke version of the above result: any 
qptimal algorithm for Cp’ is determined by a tuple (PI, . . . , FR)~ (K’“)” of pro-, 
dluta P, suc5 that 
Iin&, . . . 9 &} E lin{P,, . . . , PR}. 
Our meth& is based u,pon two important observations. 
Fact 1: Steinitz-exchmge. Since Or,. . . , 6, E lin{pr, . . . , PR) and, as we may 
a~~rne without loss of generality, the By’s are linearly independent, a theorem of 
Steinitz asserts that n suitable products &, . i . , Pm.~{Pl, . . . , PR} may be 
exchanged for &. + . , 6, such that 
tin{&,..., PR) = link - . . , %, fin+,, . . . , P,), 
where (ra.+l, s I . , rRR)=(15. . . , R)\(rl,, . . . , r,). 
2. A set (PI , . . *. , Pq} of products is called independent over 8 if 
{e,, . . * , ns,, PI, . * * ) Pg) is linearly independent. 
if B is the tensor of n x n-matrix multiplication, then any set of q G n -- 1 
‘ia independent over 8. 
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Definition 1.2. A set Wb . . . , Pq] of products is called free UUCP 8 if 
2 Xifiti+i$l yifiE~l(~',K") (Xi9 YiEIo 
i=l 
impliesxI=--*=x,=0. 
The importance of this notion is made plain by the following 
LemrL!ti 1.3. If {P,, . . . , Pq} S 92: is linearly independent and free over 0, then for 
any product P& lir?(P,, . . . , AP,}~ {P,, . . . , Pq, P} is independent over 8. 
Fact 2. Intlsegendence over 0 is invariant under the action of r%.. 
In detail this means.: 
Prspositiar 1.4. If (P,, . . . , P,) E 92; is irrdependcnt over 0 arld if A 0 B 0 C E I”$, 
then also ((AOBjl! ,, . . . , (A@ B)P,) is independent over 0. 
Proof. (AOBO C)O - 8 implies 
<AOB)(l.in(&, . . . , 0,)) = lirl{81, . . . , On;, 
whence our result. 0 
Sinl:larly, if A 0 B@ C E I’“,, and if {P,, . . . , Pq} is free over 0, so is 
((AOBP,,..., (AOB)B,). If PI, . . . , Pq E 5Rl zrr. iqlgducts, then define 
X(0, P,, . . X,)E K”: VYl.. ,,y,tI:i x,0, + 2 y,P, E 9?, 
t= 1 1-l 
Deihition: 1.5. We say that products PI, . . . , Pq generate ar. algorithm for @ il 
61,. @?l - ’ I are contained in the linear s;Jace generated 6)’ 9, n 
lin{P1,. , , , Pq, P,, . . . ,6,}. 
ObviduG; we have 
:i,w :.he od we employ can be described as . Bolkws. Dkcuss ibli chokes of 
prodUctS PI, . . . , PR_” that are independent over br and 
(a) &.cide whether PI, . . . , PR__,, generate an opti al Goririnm for 4 afltj. if’ cJ() 
” $j$j*, :: ‘6 :.T’ _ ” ‘” *: - ’ ,_ :,: 
b , 
.; ’ ’ ,;“’ 1 ,,“,‘. ,, xs’* $@ 4 &@@ 
I ‘ 
, ..-. , 
1 . 
-5 a- 
” _ ’ ($&jte&& alil: ._optitn@ al&ithms for 0)’ -which% are% generit.‘ied by >. I 
Jh, 
Ire’-* 
. :. , k f+n* 
This procedure can be simplified considerably by first applying & in order to 
bring tie P’s into a manageable form. To give a first impression of the power of this 
rq~ghod; 9ye wilI ?shgy t&@ the. tensor ,& of the reaP quatemion @ehr&EE has rank 
;%8 (that is in &s example’ we ~ll$erforni [a) for ;R: = 7). Thefabt rk(&)‘a 8 was 1 .‘ _ 
I &e&y prov&$&epenilentiy byG&Stoss (prsonal +~mrnun!&on)9 Howell and 8 . 
3,a& f$, and the author [2]. rk(&) s $’ was &own by Dobkin and others. . 
$%M. Assume that rk(&) G 7. Then there are Wee products PI, Pa, P3 E Ira”@ 
which generate an algorithm for quatemion multiplication. Since Sk acts bv 
sandwiching (cf. I, section 3), we can transform PI, Pz, P3 into P’, = 1 Qvl, P$ = 
rcz@ 1, P: = u&9vg, where u 3 = (~32, ~32,0,0)~. (Pi can be obtained by means of a 
suitable inner automorphism of Ii, i.e. a rotation of R’.) Hence the 4 x 4-matrix 
G= i &(&)I + i YiPi 
i=l i-1 
fooks like 
t 
*c * * 
** * * 
* * -xx 1 ’ x2 ’ * * -x2 -x1 
where “*” shall indicate elements that do not occur explicitly in our discussion. As 
G is of rank one iff all of its 2 x 2-sub(determinants vanish, we obtain XT +xg = 0 
wh.ich yields x1 = x2 =z 0. Therefore 
dim K(&, Pi, p12, Pi) G 2, 
hence by Proposition f.6. PI, P2, P3 cannot generate any algorithm fcr quaternion 
multiplication. II 
2(K) acts on products by sandwiching, it is convenient 
v E K” of a product P = U&J as 2 x 2-matrices. 
v = (tpz, ~2, v3, vJ correspond to the matrices 
and ‘y-= 01 c2 
593 314 
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we will write f) = U X V-and nob f = U’@ ‘v’ because P is not the tensor product of 
the matrices U and V. As U and V are matrices, we’can associate with P the pair 
(rk(U), rk( V)) called the zype of the product P = PJ x K This notion is of decisive 
importance in our diseussion, for 
(1) the type of a product P essentially prescribes how to apply r” in order to 
simplify la, and 
(2) the type of P is invariant under the action of r”. 
OrPy the types (2,2), (2, I), (1,2), and (1,l) can occur in our case. 
Thus we can classify sets of products which are independent over 8 := 6Mz(KI 
according to their %~pe distribution: the type distxibutioil of a set {PI, . . . , P,} of 
products is defined as the quadruple (m 2,2, rTQ,l, F%1,2, ml,l), where iiii,k is the 
number of products P ElFI, . . . , Pa} that are of type (i, k). Since rk(f3) = 7 (see [6]), 
we have to study type distributions of three-element-sets of products. The 
number of possible type distributions of such sets is 20. We will show, however- 
by meanr of the following lemmas- that it is sufficient to discuss only six type 
distributions. Moreover these lemmas regulate the Steinitz-exchange of 
products. 
Lemma 2.1. If B E 9%: is not of type (1, l), then {F) is free over 8. 
L~~BIM 2.E. If {PI, P2} c 3: bus type distribution (2,0,& 0), (I., 1, 0, 0), (I, 0, c , 0) 
or (0, 1, 1, 0), then {P,, ip,) is free ouer 0. 
Lem~na 2.3. Let PI, P2 be products of type (2, 1) and Qssume that (B, , F2} is not free 
over 8. Then, if PI is transformed b;? means of p in& P2 takes the form 
However, this exceptional situation cannot occur with an optimal algorithm for CD 
since one can show: 
Lemmd 2.4. TIzere is no optimal algorithm for @ which comains two producds PI, P7 
of type (2, 1) such that {P,, P,} is n&free over 8. 
The proofs of 
Pr!o@f* Let PI, l . . , PS be products f~f type (1, 1) that are cc:mtained in ‘$1. As 5% is 
optimal, (.?:, . * . , Ps) is ‘Iinearlly independent and since dim X(0, P~)G 
dim X(0, Pi, lu,i)~2, there is a product PE {I$, . #I . , Ps), say P2, such that {PI, &} is 
Zndependenr over 8. Now PS, Pd9 Ps E lin(&, a = . y &, PI, Pz) contradicts 
dim X(0, PI, I53 S, 2, whence our assertion. El 
IVote 2.7. ‘;he ative results imply rk(tl)a 7 (cf. [6]). 
Fzoof. First observe that rk(8) >5, for rk(9) = 5 .means that a single product P 
generates an algorithm for 4. According to Lemma 2.1, P must be of type (P y l), 
but then dim X(6, P)s~ by Lemrrzd 2.5. If rk(@)= 6, i.e. if two products PI, I$ 
generate an algorithm ‘$4 for @, then by Lemma 2.5 PI or &, say PI, is not of type 
(1,l). Coroitary 2.6 implies that S!l contains a product Prflin{Pr} whose type is 
dtierent from (1, l), too. By Lemma 2.2, {PI, P} is frse over 19, i.e. X(0, Pi, P) = (01 
provided that PI and .P are nor both of type (2,1) op (1,2). As type (1,2) can be 
r&xed to type (2,1) by means of 712 O(T@ r@ 7) E r, the assertion follows from 
Lemma 2.4. 0 
Now let % be any optimal algorithm for @ whose set of products has type 
distribution (m2,2, FPZ~,~, m1,2, ml& If m r,r 2 5, Coroflary 2.6 asserts that there are 
three products PI, P2, P3 of type (1,l) such tha t {PI, Pz, P3} is independent over 8. 
Let ml,l s 4, i.e. there are at least three prod;rcts that are not of type (1,l). Then 
Lemma 2.2-2.4 show that any two of them are free over 8, hence by Lemma 1.3 
any three of them are independent over 8. 
The type distribution 9~22,~~ PP _>,rl m’iS2, rni.1) of such three products may be as 
folIows: 
(1) (3,0,0, (9, 
(21 (29L0, W), (2’) Q2,O,L 0) 
(3) (1,2,0,0), (3’) U9092,O) 
(4) (1, 1, L 0), 
(9 (0,3,0,% (53 (0,0,3,0) 
(6) (0,2,1, O), (6’) (0, 1,290) 
Obviously, type distribution (n’) can be reduced to (n) by means of 
:a~2~(7@& 7) E T in the above scheme. (Notice that the application of an element 
VE nP5 is Iegitimate for we will prove that there are no optimal algorithms 
for a, such that m , I 1 ~4.) Thus vve have reduced the uroof of part (a) of the 
theorem to the proofs of the following propositions which will be given in 
Section 3: 
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(This covers case (5).) 
. Products PI, P2, P3 of type (2, I), (1,2), (2, y)(y~{1,2}) respec- 
tive!y cannot generate any algorithm for @. 
(This covers cases (4) and (6~.) 
position 2.11. Every optii~~z! algorithm for @ which is generated by products 
PI, P2, P3 of type (1,l) is G & -equivalent to Strassen 3 algorithm. 
For the proof of the second part :~f the theme:=, let us recall Strassen’s algorithm. 
We have 
y=(sz&i&3w~,. . J.4,Ov,@w,), 
where 
U~@Vl@Wi =(l, o,o, 1)‘@(1,@, 0, 1m3(1,0,0, l)‘, 
U~~V*~W*=(-1,0,1jO)‘~(nj 3jOjO)"~(OjO,Oj 1): 
&(&3v&9 w3 =I (l,O, O,O)‘@(O, l., 0, -l)“GG(O, I, 0, I)‘, 
uJ%-?&3 w4 = (O,O, 0, !)To(--l, 0, 1,0)‘0(1,0, 1, O)‘, 
u&b~@w~,=(l, l,O, O)‘O(O, c, 3, l)‘@q--1, 1, I), 0);. 
u&92)&3 WC, = , , (0 0 1, 1;‘~~(1,0,0,0)‘0(0,0, L -UT, 
u,@ v,@ I?',? =(O, 2,0,-1)Y3(0,0, 1, ~)'O(LO, 
14s G" =- r" l GI act!; tram&-rely on the algorithm variety “Ir and _/“‘I is of dhznsion 
nine, tL:= dir lension of 3 is at most nine. Now 
G; :={PE Go: 4py= y) 
is a sub;qoup of Co, and we will show that 
all CpEi’O such that c;~y =TTJJ for some permutation T E G7. 
and we have to show that I’; is 
in y is of type (2, X), hence 
(Ui@Oi @WiZ iE(2,...,7)). 
~7~ : JC I--” l.l -T‘xa 
cc9nnex’on. 
g~nd. rk-.-indu~s- the$ermutation (written in cj&: notation) (23) (46) (57) of 
(2 , . . L ) ?‘I, and if +(uz@vzQ w2) == u&v&3 w4, then 
‘&I $,ir&e&the. peputation (29) (3’J6) of (2, . . . ,7}. 
_ titi j+“, .& e group of six elements, hence also GO, As G$ is finite, thi variety 
G?/Gt<is of d imension nine, too fi It], and since “lr is isomorphic to GO/G:, we see 
that the dimension of 9rr is exactly nine. U 
In thii paragraph we shall gi=~= :br: proofs of Lemmas 2.1-2.5 and of Propositions 
2.&;!.11. AM these proofs are rather technical and follow the same lines: we use the 
fact that a non-zero matrix is of rank one iff all of its 2 X 2 subdeterminianrs are zero. 
This can be accomplished by writing simply [& i; k, Z] for the statement 
det(z E) =o. 
Moreover we use the fact that the rank of a matrix is invariant under elementary row 
and column operations. 
If PI, . . * , Pq E K40 K4 are products, we refer to 
G := Gc#, yJ :=: i xi& + 2 y& 
b=l i=l 
as to the basic nr~t& of the problem. Obviously for the proofs of Lemmas 2.1-2.5 
and of Propositions 2.8-2.10 we may assume that the underlying field K is alge- 
braically closed. This has the adva,ntage that a matrix can be brought: by similarity 
transformations (i.e. inner automorphisms of the matrix algebra] to Joroan canoni- 
cal form. 
3.l. Proop of Cseglarta 2.1.. It s&ices to consider the case that the product P is of 
type (2, y) Qy ~(1,2)), for the type (1,2) can be reduced to (2,l) applying 
?r&rO 70 T) E r By means of To we can transform $ into 
Since %,(K4, K”)nlin(&, . . . , 43,) = (01, G(x, y) E 63%: implies y Z 0 and therefore 
we may scale it to 1. I-Ience the basic matrix loo%& like 
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If we subtract he fourth row of G from the first row, we +>btain 
/Xl x2 -x3 
@‘= z3 o “d I x4 
\ 01 02 x3 
hence 
[l, 1; 2,3]*x* - 3, 
[3,1;4,3]*x3=0, 
-x4 
’ x2 
1 
0 ’ 
x4+04 
il, 2; 2,4] I$ x2 = 0, 
[1,2;3,4]*x4=0. Cl 
3.2. Proof 08 Lermna 2.2. All type distributions of {P,, P2} named in Lemma 2.2 
are contained in the case that El is oi type (2, y) and P2 of type (6,2) (-y, 6 E {l, 2)). 
Then P1, P2 can be transfoi.med into 
Therefore the basic matrix takes the following form: 
@kti= 
U2Y2 0 -‘cl x2-f lJ2Yz 
X3+U3y2 x4 0 U3Y2 
\ vlyl + @4y2 
Subtracting thr? fourth row from the first row, and the fourth c~lurtm from the first 
column, we Bbtain 
Lq+x4 x2 -x3 * 
G'= 
I 
-XL 0 Xl * . 
\ 
i 
i"3 x4 D */ * * * * 
!=a 2.3. Transform 
If i?2 is nnt of the 
136 -._. : f$E&h& 
The corresponding basic matrix na;~’ !mks like 
I x1+y1 x2+hu2912 0 ul v4Y2 \ 
G= 
U2~2Yz xl x2 + uZu4Y2 
x4 + u3v2Y2 0 I @3v4Y2 ’ 
u4v2.212 x3 x4 + cI4QY2j 
If yx = 0 or y2 = 0, then Lemma 2.1 shows x1 = = . l = x4 = 0. Thus assume yl, y2 # 0. 
Now[2,1;4,3)+x1=Oand[3, l;4,3]3x3=0. [2,1;4,2]implies u2=Oor v2= 
0. If u2=0, be have x2=0 by [2,1;4,4]. If v2=0, we have x2=0 by [l, 1;4,2]. 
[3,1;4,4] implies u3=0 or v,,=O. u u3=r3, we have x4=0 by [3,1;4,2]. If 
tt -0,wehaven4=Oby[1,i;4,4]. 
‘Hence &, Pz) is free over 8. q 
3.4. Proof of Lentam 2.4. ‘Let PI, P2 be products of type {2,1) that are contained 
in an algotithm % for Qb and assume that {PI, P2) is not free over 9. According to 
Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 1.3, however, {PI, Pz) is independent over 6. Therefore 
there is a product P3 such that the products P1, P2, PS generate 91. Lemma 2.3 
shows that P1 and P2 can be transformed by means of r” into products of the 
following sn:qz 
* 0 
pl=ulx * o, ( 1 * 0 P2=U2x * o. ( > 
for otherwise G(Q, . . . , x4, yl, y2, y3)e 9& 
would imply x4 = 0. But then it is easy to see that, without altering the shape af the 
second factors of P1 and Pz, LJ, can be transformed into . Thus we obtain 
the following basic matrix:: 
* x2 + UV,~gr, * 
whexwe x2 =0 ([2,2; 4,4] and [J., 2; 2,4]). 0 
335. of K& 
takes the form 
2.5. By suitab1.e sandwiching of P1 we can achieve that P1 
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Using elements of J-O that preserve the shape of PI we can transform P2 into one of 
the following forms: 
‘IIILII in case (iv) for instance we get the following basic matrix: 
i 
* &? * *\ 
G= * 
\ 
0 * x2; 
x3 * 0 * I 
* 
I 
* x3 *r 
hence fl,2;2,4]+x2=:0 and [3, 1;4.,3]+ x3 = 10, i.e. dim X(0, PI, J’;)G 2. The 
other I;rlses are handled in the very .same way Cl 
Lemmas 2.2-2.4 assure that any two products that occur in an optimal 
algorithm for 4p and alre not of type (1, I) are free over 8. Hencr iri ~~1~~s of 
Propositions 2.8-2.10 we have: if 
then YI, y2, 3, z CL 
3.6. FMx-Bf Of opositicrn 2.8. Let PI be of type (2, y), Pz of type (2,2), and P3 of 
type (2,s). By suitable sandwiching and sca.ling it can be achieved that 
and 
or 
I 
l 
.*  v3Yl+ 973Y3 V4Y 1+ w2 + rl4y3 
G&* * * _ Xl + e2q3Y3 n2 + @2Y2 * 62q4Y3 
0 
. 
. x3+ p3Y2 x4 u3Y2 
4 * x3 -)- v3)‘n + &47j3Y3 x4 -b v4Yl+ u4Y2 + 54174413 I 
If &I3 # 0, then [2,3; 3, 4]+xl = -42v3Y3, 1% $3; 4,4]+x3 = -v3Yl - 64q3Y3r hen= 
x3 =: (I -e4)q3y3 by [l, 3; 3,4]. Thus x1 and x3 are constant multiples of y3 which 
yidds dim X(& 1pi, P2, P3) 6 3. Now let u3 = 0, Since 
ui u2 . 
( > 
has rank two, we 
u3 u4 
may Scale u1 = 1. 
hbsume x3+0 or xA+‘o. nen xl = -62q3Y3 by c&l; %3] or [&2; %3], x2 = 
- ~2y2-~2~& by [.2,1; 3,4] Or [2,2; 3.41, X3 = - V3Y1- e4q3Y3 by [3,E; 4,3] OF. 
rc\ * 1 All 
a>. L; 4,3 J, Z4 = - VdYn - @4Y2-&41)4Y3 by 1% 1; 4,4] or 1% 2; 4,4], t]3Yl +?3Y3 =o 
by f&k 3,3] or fl, 2; 3,, 31, ~4~?l+Y2+q4Yg=O by [l, 1; 3,4] or [1,2; 3,4]. As 
7 ;rt 0, the last two equations allow for eliminating y3, y2, hence all x’s are constant 
muhiples Of yl, Of x3 = x4 = 0. Hence dim X(8, PI, Pi) G 3. 
In case (ii) we obtain the. following basic matrix: 
If we subtract he fmt row from the fourth row and the fourth column from the first 
c&mn, [3,1; 4,3] shows x3 = 0. Hence PI, P2, P3 cannot generate any algorithm 
for @. 
3.7. f cpf 2.9. Let Pi = Ui x l( (i E { 1,2,3}) and assume that 
PI, P2, P3 generate an algorithm for @. We can transform VI into 
1 8 
( ) 
O O , and V2 
(ubserve that, according to the proof of Lemma 2.4, v2 or v4 is 
zero). Then V, takes the form 
(i) V3=(z T) 
r we it into 
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In both cases the q’s are different from zero (cf. the above remark). hence by means 
of ordinary scaling and scaling by sandwiching we can achieve that the q’s arc 1. 
CAx~sider case 6). Transforming U2 into it is easy to ree that necessarily 
u4 = 8 holl:s, hence we may scale u2 = 1. Then we can achieve 
P.=(:, po i). 
‘Ms gives rise to the basic matr ?x 
rXl+%Yl+Y3 xZ+wlY:!+Y3 0 
G- 
U2Yl W2Y2 
x3+u3y1 x4+w3Y2 0 0 
u4Yi +Y3 w4Y2+Y3 x3 
which immediately shows that (x1, . . . , x4)# 0 implies that xl, . . . , x4 are homo- 
geneous iinear forms in yl, y2, y3. Hence dim X(6, P’I, PA P3) s 3. 
Case (ii). Here we can achieve 
P1= ulq; 37 
/lO 0 
P3=i0 1 X 1 
> ( 
i.e. we get the bask matrix 
* 
1: * 
0 
> 1 ’
Y3 wlu4Y2+ Y3 
Xl x2 + w204Y2 
G= I * 
\ 
x4 + w3v24’2 @ w3v4Y2 
* * ;ic * / 
If x1 # 0, then ~~2)~ = 0 by $2,3; 3,4-j. If II_, = 61, then xl = 2:~ by h 1-3; 7-3 31. f16-i~ci: 
neces~l:rri:vI~3=0,and[1,2;3,33skaowsx4=0. il! 
V3Y3 
XI 
0 
x3 + 2-‘3y3 
Then x1 f 0 inqplies u3 = 0 ([2:, 3; 3,4’1) and ~1. = 0 ,([2,2; 4,33). x4 # 0 implies u3 = 0 
(I% 2; 3931). 
Since z 
( ) 
i 
4 
has rank 1, we get ul= 0 or u4 - 0. If u1 = 0, then x4 # 0 implies 
u4 = 0 (II, 2; 3,4& hence the: right-hand factors of P1 and P3 are linearly depen- 
dent, a contradiction (cf. the proof of Lemma 2.4). Thus ui # 0 and u4 = 0. Now 
observe that x2 ZO iff x4 # 01. Let x2+ xd # 0. Then q =: xj - 0 by [2,2; 3,3] and 
[$2; 4,33 and 
[1,2;2,4]r3xa= -u2y2, 
t392; 4941 *x4 = - 04y3, 
[1,2;3,4]+U,y2+04y3=0. 
Hence, projectively seen, there is at most one solution with x2 # 0 or x4 f 0: 
dim X(6, Pr, P2, B3) s 3. 
we obtain 
v3y3 * 
KP * 
0 U3y2i - 
~~b~a~ing the first row from the fourth row, and the fourth column from the firs1 
column we immediately see ,tbS x3 = 0. lJ 
is proof is the most elaborate of all, for in 
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of these later comparisons we will list the products of y here again: 
&=(i ;)x(; Y), sz=(-; ;)q: ;), 
Our first step is to prove the f4owing 
LelBl!m!& IA PI, Pz, P3 be pducts of type (1,l) tk.zt generate an algorithm for @. 
Then, by means of r”, at least one of them can be transformed into 
Proof. 3~herwise PI can be transformed into PI = \O 0 /’ )X(: y). Let P2= 
X ZX Then we have & = t4 = 0, or we can transform Pz into X If. 
Similarly, in P3 = 
( 
” 
u2\ ._, p: v2 
) 
we can get either u2=uk=0 or ul= ~3~0. 
u3 u4l ” \v, v4 
Since P3 cannot be transformed into we have u,=+=O or 
v3=v4 =c 0 according to ~4~ = u4 = 0 or u1 = u3 = 0. Now, if & = & = 0, then G(_x, 1) E 
31 implies x3= x4 =O, and if & = & = 0, then G(E, y) E ‘3, implies x1 = 0, a 
contradiction. Cl 
P2, P3 be products of type (II, 1) that generate an 
algoritkn for @. Then it can be easily checked that, after suitable sca:i~, ,:n3 
sandwic:hing, PI, P2, P3 take the form 
I:=(: $x(i L), P*=(f3 ,9)x(; 121). 
:+j; :,x(‘; 
(Indeed, a! simple iscussion shows that it is I 
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V2r p3= (; x ‘V,, whtire PI takes the form ti 3 x (i :). Similar consi- 
deqtions folr t&t right hand fac$srs lead to the above products.) 
Thee produ& &e &se lo the following basic matrix: 
I 
xl+Yl ?2+Yl @Yl 
0 hfY3 
. 
x4 + ,u3uZY2 0 
u4u2Y2 x3 + y3 
(I) Assume that &u2#0. Ifx2#0, then [2,2;4,4]=3yz=O, [t, l;3,4]+x3= 
0. [2,2;3,4]*xd=,0, thence y3=0 by [2,3;4,4]. Therefore 11, 1;2,4]+xl= 
-y1,and[1,2;2,4]*x2= - yl, i.e. projectively there is exactly one solution with 
x2fO: 
_lI:(Q:. . . T :x4:y~~fy~:y3)=(1:I:0:0:-1:0:0~. (1) 
Now let x2 = 0 and x3 # 0, which implies y3 = -x3 it 0 by [3, 1; A, 31. If y1 # 0, then 
[1,1;2,2]*w==0,hence[3,1;4,2]=$y2=0, andther&ore[,3,2;4,4)+x,,=O, 
which yields the contradiction x3y1 = O([l, I; 3,2]). Hen& we have y1 = 0, i.e. now 
our basic matrix looks like 
0 
x1+y3 
0 
. 
x3 f Y3 
Theu[2,1;3,3l~xl=-y3,[!,f;4,2]-JIya=(k,and [1=l;3,2]+xq=0,i.e. we 
obtain the solution 
,L~=(1:0:1:0:0:0:-1) 
Let x2 = x3 = 0, Our basic matrix then is 
(2) 
Xl +Yl .Yl aY1 
'* - WY3 0 cr- x1+y3 
\ 
0 x4 + ‘u3v2y2 0 
. 
WY3 u402y2 Y3 
C&serve that there must !X a solution with xl $0, for otherwise 
dim X(8, PI, &, P~)s 3. ThereEore assume x1 f 0. If y1 = ,then[l,1;4,3]*y,= 
[I, 1; 2,3]epx; = 0, a contradiction. Thus y1 # 0, uvh.cnce x1 = - y, P 0 by 
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(Ia) Assume u3 = 0 (and zi2 = u4 = 1 by scaling). Then x4 = 0 by [3,2; 4,3]. !%tc 
that cy # 0, for otherwise [l, 2; 4,3] woula yield the contradiction yly3 == 0. Since 
:he third column of G is the a-fold of the second one, we obtain y2 = cy~ ‘,y3, and a~ 
the third and fourth column of G are equal, we have o4 = (Y. Therefore we obtain 
the solu!ion 
L3=(-1:0.0:c):1:Ly-‘:1). 
If x1=x*= x3 == 0, x4 f 0, then it is easy to see that 
Lq=(O.O:O: -a:o: 1:O) 
(3) 
(4) 
is the only remaining solution. Therefore, we obtain the following products, where 
Pi+3 corresponds to the solution &(i E (1, . . . ,4}): 
(A) 
By means cf ke transformation determined by 
the algorithm determined by (A) is transformed into an algorithm whnch-after 
scaling and r xrumbering of the: products-equals y. 
(Ib) Assume u3 = 1, u4 = 0, and scale u2 = 1. Then in case of x’, f (i WC are Left 
with 
G=” ’ I 0 0 0 x4+y2 0 0 
hence l&l; 4,4]* yl= 0, [2,3; 4,43+ y3 = 0, [J, 2; 4,4) * x4 = -y2, i.e. 
L:=(o:o:o: -1:o: LO) (6) 
is the remaining solution. ?he resulting products are 
Pp(:, i)x(i f,), P2=(i _z_,)x(; b), 
After a suitable renumbering and scaling these products coincide with the products 
in (A). 
(II) Assume v2 = 0. Then we obtain 
x2+w’1 CyYl (YYl 
0 GfY3 x2 
x4 0 u304Y2 - 
0 x3 + Y3 i x4 ?- u4v4Y2 
By [3,2; 4,43 we see that x,, =-: 0or x4 = - L(&y2, hence u4v4 must be different from 
zero and wk can scale u4 = 1p4 =1. Moreover it is not difficult to see that w = 0 
cannot yield an algorithm: Assume w = 0. Then x2 # 0 implies x1 =x2 = - yl, 
If (~3, x4) # 0, then x2 == 0, xl = x3 = - y3, and x4 - - y2. Moreover, it is 
ed that x2 = x3 = x4 = (1, implies xl = 0. Hence dim X(0, PI, P2, PJ 6 3, a 
n. Thus we are left with the basic matrix 
“y1 CuYl \ 
x-1+y3 x2 
0 u3Y2 
*y3+-Y3 X4+y2 ! 
where w#O. Let xq#O. Then [3,2;d.4]+xq= -y2#0, [2,2;3,4]*x,=O, 
II39 1;) 4,23=9 y3 = 0, hence [3,2; 4, j] 3 x3 - 0, [2,2.; 3,33 rS x1 = 0, hence 
[I, 1;; 3, 2]+y1 = 0, i.e. projectively there is onBy one solution with x4 f 0. 
nl\mtAy 
!,,=(0:0:0: -1:O:l:O). (7) 
Let xq=0,x3#O; then [3, 1;4,S]+x3= -yn#O, [l, 1;3,2]+x,= -yI, 
[:2,1; 3,3]* x1 I= -y3, [l, 1; 3,3]=$cuy, =o. 
If y2 f 0, then [2,1; 4,4] 3 ~2 = ~2, [3,1; 4,4] I.SS ~3~2 = - wp1y2, hence uj = 
--w-l, fi yOandx,= - y1 ([l, 1; 4, /;I). Th erefore we obtain the solution 
Lz=(-1’. -l:-l:O:l:-1:l). (8, 
If y2=0, then y1 =-x,=Oby[2,1;4,4]and 
Lf’(--1:o: -1:o:o:o: I) 
is a solution. 
~tx3=xQ=O.Ify3#O,then[l,2;4,3]~x2=-yl,[2,1;4,3]~xl=I~,hence 
yl # 0 is necessary for the existenc.e of a non-trivial solution. Moreover y2 # 0 and 
xz=y2 by [2,3;4,4], aw=l by,,!;i,l;2,3], xz=y3 by [1,3;2,4], and u3=0 by 
[3,3; 4741. 
Hence we obtain the solution 
L;=(o:l:o:o:-1:l:l). (iOj 
Note that L2 and L; e;;AJe e.;_ch other. 
If y3=0 and y2#0, then x:=0 by [2,3;4,4], hence y,=O by [l, 1;4,4] which 
yields x2 = 0 (El, 2; 2,4]). Therefore y2 = y3 = 0 snd we obtain the solution 
Lq=(-:: -l:o:o. 1:U:O). (111 
Hence we ge,; two algorithms,;, determined %y (LI, Ifz, k3, L,) and {L,, Ei, L1, L.,) 
respectivel! . L1, Lz, L3, La yield the products 
P3==(i :)x(q Z), P*=( _y ;)x(; b,, 
P5=(-6* :)x(@;l ;), I%=(:: $)x(; “0) 
0 
It is easily checked that th.e algorithms determined by (C) and (D) can be trans- 
formed by means of 6” into algorithms which, after suitable scaling and renum.ber- 
ing of the products, coincide with 7. 
(XII) Finally assume u4 = 0. Then x4 = 0 or x4 = - u3v2y2, hence, we may scale 
U3=V2 = 1. Su-bstituting x1 =x2 =x3 = jl = y3 = 0 and x4 = -y2 = 1 in the cor- 
responding b&c matrix 
we get 
G=84+2=(_“u, ;)x(; i). 
As the independence of {PI, G, P3) over 8 follows from the independence of 
{ji-,, P2, P3) over 8, we can reduce cast (III) to case (II) by considering {PI, G, P,) 
instead of {PI, P2, P3). Since our distinction of cases is now exhaustive, the proof of 
Proposition 2.11 is mmplete. Cl 
iA.**....*, e4 be the unit vectors of K4 and ~~,~,k:= eiOei G&T&‘, j !C E (1, . a . ,4)). 
Then 
~~=(f%.l,l, P2.3,1,~71,2,29 P2.4.29 p3.1.3, p4,3.39 p3,2,4, p4,4,4) 
a(K1 into tensors of rank 1, i.e. B = JX 
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On the other hand 9= {S, , . . . , S,}, where 
is Strassen’s decomposition (-written in matrix form, which is appropriate for 
sandwiching). 
priq~s3iorp 4.1. For each p E 9 there exists an quimal decomposition of 0 into 
rank - i -tensors which contains p. 
Proof, SaljdGching with a =(_: t), 6=(: $ c=(_: _:), i.e. Sk map 
ping determined by 
XX YXZ H a-‘Xbxb-‘Ycxar~(c’)-‘, 
transforms S2 into p l,l,l. Furthermore, for each element pi,j,k oi Y there is a q E I’” 
such that q( pi,j,k) = p 1,1,1 and &Tq = T III 
Re~~~ask 4.2. Note that each SE.YI{S,} lies in the r”-orbit of r)l,l,ll. 
elem.ent of an arbitrary optimal decomposition of 8, all elf its factors having rank I, 
lies in the r*-orbit qf pl,l,l. 
Proposition 4. ?. immediately leads :,o the question ho*w many constituent parts of 
the trivkl der omposition of 8 may bc: contained in an optimal one. The answer is 
not surprisL3g: 
roof. I et 9 be any op 
,-14e. .; i ,’ fH?deG?wte‘: b 
PlJ,l ‘fixe& $P+ is c&mined by diagonal matrices. Let #‘E F” with #(S,) = 
~~,l,~ be as in the proof of Propositkz 4.i. Then (I, maps 53, . . . , S, onto 
Since qoQL1 means sanduviching with diagonal matrices, none of S;, * . . , S; can be 
transformed into a pu,k. Cl 
The above results can be interpreted in the following way: 
@orouaug 4.4. (i) If in &:, an arbifiary 1 is replaced by 0, the resulting temw has 
rank 6. 
(ii) If in &12 two arbitrary 1% are replaced by O’s, the resulting tensor still has 
ra,nk 6. 
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